Stand up for Global Goal 4 and take action for girls education in Africa! Educating girls can transform communities, whole countries and the world we live in.

#BeTheGeneration
Pharrell Williams (@Pharrell) Sep 18

Excited to continue my relationship with @IllumEnt and announce that I've joined the @grinchmovie fam 🎄! Incredibly honored and proud to narrate this timely adaptation of Dr. Seuss’ beloved classic 🎄. In theaters November 9th.

Pharrell Williams (@Pharrell) Oct 11

My #10F1 headphones for @beatsbydre: A blank canvas for anyone’s creativity. Loving all the inspiration I’m seeing in others’ designs too 🧵✨

Pharrell Williams Retweeted

Beats by Dre (@beatsbydre) Oct 10

Like a pro. @Pharrell took #10F1 creativity with Beats to another level: producing a blank canvas (and a piece of art in themselves) to inspire all.
Pharrell Williams • @Pharrell - Aug 27
Send tweets! 🚨 Sign petitions! 📬 Call on world leaders!
Take action TODAY to help end extreme poverty and earn tickets to
#GlobalCitizenFestivalSA @GlbCntn
glbcntn.me/mandela100

Mandela 100
GLOBAL CITIZEN
FESTIVAL

02 DEC 2018
Johannesburg
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THANK YOU @KAABOODELMAR 🙌
@nerd
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miss hernandez_ Wow. That is intense! All the people. I can only imagine the incredible energy!
quite.simply_e Got Big Ben busy!
acky333 plz check my bro works. he got 2nd prize at ur BBC T-shirt Contest in the past.
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pharrell #NONOSAUCE
@williamsfamilykitchen

aperfectsln @pharrell Vegan? Keto-friendly? Organic? But most important was it sustainably made? Looks awesome...
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It's the day before #ElectionDay and I want to talk to YOU! Make a plan to vote and you could get a phone call from me during the TelethonForAmerica powered by When We All Vote. Watch live TONIGHT at 9pm ET / 6pm PT at telethonforamerica.com.

TELETHON FOR AMERICA
POWERED BY WHEN WE ALL VOTE

telethonforamerica.com  Monday, Nov. 5 / 9pm ET / 6pm PT

Majda Alisa Filipović

Telling people to vote...that's rich coming from you after you just helped raise $30m to fund the IDF's brutal occupation and oppression of the native Palestinian people. Do you know how Israeli democracy works? Those native Palestinians who happen... See more

Jodi Butler

VOTE BLUE like your life depends on it. It does.
WELCOME TO PHARRELLWILLIAMS.COM

DISCOVER PHARRELL’S WORLD THROUGH HIS FANS.

ENTER

EACH CARD REPRESENTS A FAN’S FAVORITE PROJECT.

music, tv & film, social good, art & design, fashion.
By Pharrell Williams

I serve and represent the OTHERS because I am one myself.

OTHERS defy expectations and stereotypes. We are curious, ambitious, energetic and have every intention of squeezing the most out of life. Above all, we are individuals.

OTHERS don’t fit into categories. We are not jocks. Or skaters. Or musicians. Or students. Or technologists. Or audiophiles. We want to be all of the above and then some.

OTHERS are a diverse group of optimistic, bright minds connected by technology and a desire to make our mark, who together can advance culture and even humanity.

OTHERS are not defined by demographics or geography. We have shared ideals, dreams and a vision for a new reality.

OTHERS believe individuality is the new wealth. Experiences are the new assets to acquire. Whoever is the most individual wins.

I am OTHER celebrates people who push society forward. The thinkers. The innovators. The outcasts. History has proven that it’s the rule breakers who have the power to change the world.

Be OTHER.